
Nomenclatures

A cross section of the beam!

cross section area of the fluidAf !

cross section area of the pipeAp !

torsional rigidityCt !

mutual torsional rigidityCmt !

modulus of rigidity ( )Gij ! i, j " x, y

 Young’s modulus ( )Eij ! i, j " x, y, z

 Young’s modulus of fibreEfibre !

Young’s modulus of matrixEmatrix !

moment of inertia of fluidIf !

inertia moment of the cross sectionIx !

polar moment of inertiaJxz !

KE kinetic energy!

L length of element!

length of the pipeLp !

fluid massmf !

M bending moment!

Q shear force!

compliance matrix factor ( )Sij ! i, j " 1 ! 6

twisting momentTm !

U potential energy!

v fluid flow velocity in m/s!

u dimensionless flow velocity, ! vLp mf /EzzIx

y lateral displacement!

fibre orientation angle! !

bending slope of the cross section" !

dimensionless natural frequencies, # ! $Lp
2 %A /EzzIx

twisting angle of the cross section& !

Poisson’s ratio ( )'ij ! i, j " x, y

Poisson’s ratio of the fibre' fibre !

Poisson’s ratio of the matrix'matrix !

density of the beam material% !

density of the pipe material%p !

 fluid density%f !

radial natural frequency$ !

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a pipe conveying fluid becomes un-

stable when the flow velocity exceeds a critical value. This

critical flow velocity depends on the physical and mechanical

properties of the pipe material. However, the properties of

the pipe material, especially composite material pipes, de-

pend on the characteristics of the material, whether it is iso-

tropic or not.1

Traditional materials are, in general, isotropic materials

which have direction-independent properties. Therefore, the

equation of motion of the transverse vibration is a fourth-

order differential equation. In a finite element model of trans-

verse vibration of traditional materials, a two-node element

with two degrees of freedom at each node is usually enough.

However, fibre composite materials are generally orthotropic

materials which have direction-dependent properties due to

the effect of the fibre orientation angle.2 In these materials,

the flexural and torsional deflections are coupled; conse-

quently, the bending and torsional vibration modes are cou-

pled. Therefore, the additional degree of freedom at each

node represents the torsional displacement that should be

considered in the finite element model for the transverse vi-

bration of composite material pipes.

The dynamic behaviour of generally orthotropic material

beams was extensively studied to illustrate the effect of the

fibre orientation angle on the natural frequency and mode

shape of such beams.3-6 The effect of flow velocity on the

natural frequency and critical flow velocity has also been ex-

tensively studied for an isotropic material7-10 and especially

for an orthotropic material, which has no coupling between

the torsional and flexural deflection.

Composite material pipes are widely used in conveying

fluid because of the well-known advantageous of these mate-

rials over traditional materials.1 These pipes may be manu-

factured with different configurations of fibre orientations

and fibre volume fraction in order to satisfy certain strength

requirements. However, these configurations affect their

natural frequencies and the critical flow velocity, which may

causes the onset of the pipe’s instability at the applied flow
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High flow velocity causes instability in pipes. The critical flow velocity, which causes the onset of the pipe’s in-

stability, depends on the mechanical and physical parameters of its material. For pipes made of fibre composite

materials, these properties depend on composite material parameters such as the fibre orientation angle and fibre

volume fraction. The effect of these parameters on the natural frequencies and critical flow velocities of com-

posite material pipes has been investigated for different pipe configurations. A finite element model derived

based on the Timoshenko beam theory for a generally orthotropic material pipe has been used in this paper. The

results showed that the critical flow velocity is greatly affected by the composite material parameters.
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